Wednesday, June 15th
Stars and constellations
Bring Lunch and Water and a Bathing
suit & towel (weather permitting)
The stars are shining bright today! In the
morning, let's create our own constellation art.
Next, enjoy a reading of the story !Mae among
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Monday, June 13th
Dwarf Planets
Bring Lunch and Water
Hi ho hi ho it"s off to work they go! Start your
day crafting your very own mini planets out of
clay. Next, learn a little bit about what classifies
a planet as a dwarf. Later, let"s play a few
rounds of Grab the Planet–prepare to guard
yours! In the afternoon, become a space
detective as we look at some mysteries of the
solar system from NASA–prepare to be amazed!

Tuesday, June 14th
Moons
Bring Lunch and Water
Get ready for a moon landing! In the morning,
we will do some moon marble painting. Next,
learn about the important role the moon plays on
Earth. In the afternoon, join us as we go on a
hunt for moon rocks. Later, let"s explore all the
other moons that exist in our galaxy. We will
end the day with a little Michael Jackson
inspired Moonwalk freeze dance.

the Stars”. Later, we"ll look at constellations and
how they got their names. In the afternoon, let's
cool off with a little meteor sprinkler shower,
while we play a game of asteroid toss. As we
dry off, we will end the day creating edible
constellations from pretzel sticks and
marshmallows!

Thursday, June 16th
Astronauts
Bring Lunch and Water and an empty
plastic water bottle
Welcome to NASA"s Astronaut Academy!
Today is all about becoming an astronaut! In
the morning you must create your own water
bottle rocketship to help you blast into space.
Next, let"s learn about what it takes to become
an astronaut. Later, it's time to eat like an
astronaut as we learn how to make astronaut ice
cream! We will end the day going through
astronaut boot camp as we go through a series
of training exercises.

Friday, June 17th
Aliens
Bring Lunch, water and dress like an
alien (optional)
The Aliens have landed at Apple. In the
morning, create your own alien spaceship.
Next, let"s explore the mysteries of the UFO.
Later, take part in the Alien Bowling
championships. In the afternoon, enjoy the silly
tale !Aliens love Underpants” and create some
alien worthy underpants. End the day with some
alien inspired face painting.

